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Gemara:  
 

• Gemara asks if sitting together to eat is enough to join together in blessings, or if reclining is 

needed.  Rav's students after his burial did not know the halacha, old man taught them 

• Gemara examines if drinking wine together requires reclining to join together in the blessing or 

if sitting is enough.  We discuss the way they served guests wine and food in the times of the 

gemara. 

• Gemara discusses who makes blessing on incense, and notes that who washes mayim ahronim 

first leads benching. We bring a story in which Rebbe selected Rav to bench by telling him to 

wash his hands. 

• Fragrances: when to make the blessing, blessing in fragrant wood, animal derived fragrances, 

and oils. Rav Yehuda holds borei shemen artzenu on Israeli oil, gemara does not accept this due 

to his Zionist tendencies (though see Shabbos 41a and Ksuvos 110b where he objected to Rabbi 

Zera making Aliyah). Inspiration: We see from here that love of land of Israel influences us 

deeply 

• Gemara brings blessing on other fragrances, roses, fragrant fruits, blooming trees. 

• We ask what is the source that we should say such a blessing.   

• Inspiration: This reminds us that at Sinai we said “naase vnishma”, we will do whatever you say 

before we ask why.  Source for blessing on fragrances is Tehillim 150:6, since neshama enjoys 

fragrance.   

• Inspiration:  Levi Yitzchok of Berditchev says you can read this “col neshimah tehalel” meaning 

with every breath your neshama wants to go out back to Hashem.  But Hashem makes it stay 

inside you so with every breath we praise Him! 

• Gemara brings aggadot related to smells, people enjoying their own line of work, pigs getting 

their food dirty (pearls to swine), and using light from a torch and the moon to prevent demon 

attacks 

• Sages state better to throw yourself into furnace to avoid embarrassing another, from Tamar 

(Gen. 38).  

• Inspiration: Rabenu Yonah holds statement is halacha l’maaseh. This seems difficult since we 

only give our life for Kiddush Hashem for the big three: murder, idolatry, or immorality.  Rabenu 

Yonah says embarrassing someone is akin to bloodshed (See also bava metzia 58b). Rabenu 

Yonah's position is not accepted as halacha but help us see the severity of this issue. 

• We explore the order in blessing different fragrances, note they gave waiter the extra fragrant 

oil 

• Gemara discusses behaviors inappropriate for a Talmud Hacham, a scholar. These include going 

out with strong perfume where this causes suspicion, going out alone at night if this causes 

suspicion, going out with patched shoes, conversing with women in the shuk, dining with boors, 

being last to the study hall, walking with large strides or arrogant posture. 

 

 


